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Orchestrating a Color Revolution Against the Deep State,
Part 2

Luis Miguel

It’s time to take the gloves off.

In my previous article on the subject of color
revolutions, I explained what they are and
argued in favor of using the same tactics the
Deep State has employed to topple regimes
around the world — and to topple America’s
own legitimate Republic — against the Deep
State itself.

As I noted there, the term “color revolution”
refers to a specific strategy of effective
regime change — usually orchestrated
discreetly (or not so discreetly) by
Washington — in nations by means, not of
overt military action, but through “soft”
tactics such as propaganda, activism,
protests, lawfare, international pressure,
and other actions designed to paint the
sitting regime as “authoritarian oppressors.”

The end goal is to force the regime to step down due to resignation, abdication, a recall or referendum,
arrest, or some similar means.

It’s what they did here in the United States to President Donald Trump in 2020. And that color
revolution continues with indictments that have been leveled against Trump and now threaten to put
him — the one man the establishment fears getting back in the White House — in prison for the
remainder of his life.

Given the current circumstances of the Deep State’s war against the American people, it is vital that
patriots everywhere accept the principles of Fourth Generation Warfare and unrestricted warfare — in
short, every citizen can be a participant in the battle against the Deep State, and this war is not a
traditional military one, but a war fought across the many “peaceful” institutions of our society.

Lt. Gen. Michael Flynn, who was briefly President Trump’s national security advisor and went through
his own legal ordeal (culminating in a pardon from Trump), took to Twitter Friday, writing: “It’s called
the ‘narrative assassination.’ Physical assassination is too messy these days (not out of the
question—just too messy). Killing someone by creating a completely false narrative is cleaner, easier
and has a lasting effect on others contemplating getting in the way of the Uniparty establishment elites.
This is something I have a great deal of experience and expertise on.”

Lt. Gen. Flynn’s words essentially articulate the principles of unrestricted warfare — the fact that
modern actors, including those of the Deep State, prefer to avoid the destructiveness and “messiness”
of violence and instead wage war by other means, such as through character assassination and political
persecution.

https://thenewamerican.com/orchestrating-a-color-revolution-against-the-deep-state/?utm_source=_pdf
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How can Americans fight back?

The first step in any color revolution is the information war. Controlling the narrative is essential.
Totalitarian regimes have always understood this and made propaganda their own government
department.

This is also why Washington’s regime-change efforts abroad have started with funding “independent”
journalism in the country in question. For example, when the Biden administration deployed USAID
chief Samantha Power to Hungary (home of Viktor Orban, who has proven to be a thorn in the side of
the globalist powers) in February, one of her tasks was to support left-wing journalism there on the
grounds that Orban’s government is allegedly censoring the press.

American patriots must engage in the public square and ensure that their discontent with the actions of
the Deep State-run government is made abundantly clear. One of the common tactics Washington uses
when it wants to organize a color revolution is to make it seem as if public opinion is overwhelmingly on
their side. The way to counteract that is to apply the same principle — post on social media; call in to
radio stations; write letters to the editor at the local newspaper; and write, call, and meet with your
local elected officials at every level (this includes the leadership of political parties, such as the local
Republican Executive Committee).

Along these lines, “street activism” is incredibly important — again, because it gives the impression that
the public is largely against the ruling regime. Think about the various mass protest movements
organized against Trump while he was in office: Women’s March, March for Our Lives, Black Lives
Matter. This all made it seem as if the entire country was against Trump, which made it so much easier
to spin the narrative that he lost the 2020 election (as opposed to there having been mass voter fraud).

There is no getting around the need for effective street activism. The problem is that far too many right-
wingers have become afraid of it in recent years due to feds using protests as an opportunity to cause
trouble and then blame it on the Right. No one wants a repeat of January 6.

However, this consideration can be overcome — and it should be overcome, for the Right cannot hide
forever in the face of so much tyranny out of fear that some feds might infiltrate them. For one,
avoiding conflict is not that hard. The reason there are sometimes skirmishes and arrests at protests is
because there are many individuals who, while not feds, go out looking for a fight. They are riled up by
news reports of BLM and actually want to find some Antifa members to trade blows with. The key is to
exclude such people from activism.

Also, screen people thoroughly before you let them be on your side. And screen out people who, like
Patriot Front-type guys in their matching pants and masks, have the obvious air of feds.

Through a combination of well-planned activism, diffusion of truth, and coordinated pressure campaigns
on public officials, we can achieve our goal: To hack away at the column of legitimacy propping up the
Deep State and oblige the amenable public authorities — prosecutors, legislators, district attorneys, and
attorneys general — to feel the impetus to take swift action against the enemies of freedom.
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